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Staff Specialist Operations Planning & Controlling

Job description
In your new role you will: 

Plans and prepares manufacturing production schedules and departmental 
workflows to establish sequence and lead time of each production operation to 
meet shipping dates according to sales forecasts or customer orders.

Expedites operations that delay schedules and alters schedulers to meet 
unforeseen conditions; includes estimating.

Analyzes plant capacity and production requisition data to determine 
manufacturing processes and required resources; prepares production reports. 

Drives the sites/segments for optimized performance of all resources (invest, 
material, headcount) to achieve cluster productivity targets in alignment with 
the Business Divisions. 

Supportsthe Cluster Boards on strategic topics (bluebook, site strategy, TCR)

Profile
You are best equipped for this task if you have: 

Graduated Bachelor's degree course preferably BS Industrial Engineering or any 
relevant Engineering course

Possess very good communication skills, oral and written

At least 5 years of relevant work experience

Have working knowledge and experience of basic concepts and procedures in 
Operations Planning and Control

Why Us
 Driving decarbonization and digitalization. Together.

Infineon designs, develops, manufactures, and markets a broad range of 
semiconductors and semiconductor-based solutions, focusing on key markets in the 
automotive, industrial, and consumer sectors. Its products range from standard 
components to special components for digital, analog, and mixed-signal applications 
to customer-specific solutions together with the appropriate software. 

We are on a journey to create the best Infineon for everyone. 
This means we embrace diversity and inclusion and welcome everyone for who they 
are. At Infineon, we offer a working environment characterized by trust, openness, 
respect and tolerance and are committed to give all applicants and employees equal 

opportunities. We base our recruiting decisions on the applicant´s experience and 

https://www.infineon.com/jobs


opportunities. We base our recruiting decisions on the applicant´s experience and 
skills. 
Please let your recruiter know if they need to pay special attention to something in 
order to enable your participation in the interview process. 

 for more information about Diversity & Inclusion at Infineon.Click here

https://www.infineon.com/cms/en/careers/diversity-and-inclusion/
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